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Pool Distribution/
Sort and Segregate
A company explores the option of having a transportation 
provider create a pool distribution network and perform 
a sort and segregate of mixed pallets to fulfill individual 
customer orders.

A Fortune 500 nutritional and health care products 
supplier fulfills customer orders through a sort and 
segregate process at their local facilities. With an interest 
in driving down costs, this company was looking for a 
carrier to assume the sort and segregate operation for 
their Ohio and Indianapolis markets. A carrier solution 
that would take over sort and segregate operations 
would ultimately increase utilization of existing 
warehouse space and workers for this supplier.

PITT OHIO began by analyzing freight volumes and 
frequency to determine the most optimal pool locations 
to perform the sort and segregate process. A pricing 
proposal with a detailed implementation plan was 
developed and submitted to the customer for approval. 
In order to efficiently sort and segregate the product, 
an in-house order allocation program was developed to 
provide a plan for fulfilling each order. Customer orders 
are provided to PITT OHIO electronically the evening 
prior to the sort and specific pallet information is 
provided once the picking process has been completed 
at the customer’s warehouse. Once both sets of data are 
imported to the order allocation program, a detailed 
sorting plan is generated. The product is then sorted and 
the freight is handled as a standard LTL shipment within 
the PITT OHIO network.

Customer Need

Process

• Optimal utilization of the customer’s warehouse   
 space and resources

• In-house database manages daily sorting and   
 OS&D operations, allowing for timely resolution

 of discrepancies
• Customized, managed reporting provides essential  

 feedback to the customer
• Dependable and flexible solution allows the   

 customer to expand program to additional pool   
 points if the need should arise


